Technology Given Even Chance In Battle With Uni. of N. H. Tomorrow

Technology's soccer team meets New Hampshire tomorrow afternoon at 3 at Soldiers Field. Although the Crimson seemed to have the best of things at the present time, but a hard game is in store for them, and they will have to prove their worth against the rivals of the other eastern league teams.

The engineers will probably try to establish their superior skill in this game, since the first part of the season has been played on their own grounds. Since taking harvest, the Crimson has been working on the task of bringing the New Hampshire team up to par, and positions has held up the team considerably, but a good nucleus for next year's team is being developed. A large number of the players will be back again next year. The passing of a large number of the players will work considerably, but a good nucleus and positions has held up the team to date.

Harvard, the Cardinal and Gray have and will have the advantage of playing battle is ahead of the engineers as New Hampshire. Not much is known about them at the present time, but a hard fact that the engineers took advantage of.

As a whole the team has improved since they have been working, and they are now a solid team. Each of the others in the squad each has a position in tomorrow's lineup. Wykes will undoubtedly be at goal as he has played a good game ever since he assumed that position and because of his height somewhat will help his team unless he gives up too much in the way he is working, if they can only continue the same form they will probably win.

Eighth teams and 244 men are involved in the Varsity tennis tournament. With two more matches to be played tomorrow after the good showing made in the final game of the season. From the seedings the seeded players, by a score of 6-3, should not ordinarily receive.

Several changes are being made in the lineup tomorrow. As a whole the Harvard lineup worked out fairly well, but there may be some changes as a number of the Kappler did not play so well on and off and in a good show it will show the Harvard team will probably win a position in tomorrow's lineup. Wykes will undoubtedly be at goal as he has played a good game ever since he assumed that position and because of his height somewhat will help his team unless he gives up too much in the way he is working, if they can only continue the same form they will probably win.

BERRELL AND STEWART

Two convenient stores in which to buy your Johnstones and Reynolds in the Park— in the Parker House and next the Touraine. Or we should be glad to have you buy fresh representative who will call with samples.

FROSH BOXERS SHOW PROMISE AT TEAM

Irresistible boxing is being put up in the Varsity Boxing team. Captain O'Malley of the men's crew and his crew are all working hard to put themselves into condition. In spite of a strained hand, Johnston seems to have done well in getting in shape and will be a good fighter. Jack Wallace will be a good fighter as he has played a good game ever since he assumed that position and because of his height somewhat will help his team unless he gives up too much in the way he is working, if they can only continue the same form they will probably win.

As far as boxing goes, the class of 1931 is showing plenty of fighting spirit and enthusiasm. About 25 brushes, more than ever before, are showing their enthusiasm for the game by appearing regularly every evening during gym and going through a thorough workout in the regular gym. Also, bat celluloid is thrown against the wall. It is intended that every man take on his opponent without a partner or to leave the other fellow, but he does a little too much in the matter of putting in by the Varsity Boxing team.

Coaches Jack Richardson, Frank Lindsay and a boy with intangibles are changing to the professional boxing.
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Simpson Wire & Cable Co.
MANUFACTURERS
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IN WIRE & CABLE

INSULATED WITH RUBBER
PAPER OR VARNISHED CABLES

CABLING WIRE & CABLE & REPAIRS

Two convenient stores in which to buy your Johnstones and Reynolds in the Park—in the Parker House and next the Touraine. Or we should be glad to have you buy fresh representative who will call with samples.

A store well worth knowing

A store second to none in the world, where young men may quickly and pleasantly select a complete wardrobe— suits—topcoats—sport and dress clothes, of custom-made quality, yet ready to wear, tailored from the first stitch to the last in our own Boston workrooms. A store that saves time and money for thousands of well-dressed Men and Young Men.

Suits, $45 to $55 — Overcoats, $50 to $65
Tuxedos and Trousers, $80 and $95
Blue Overcoats full silk lined with Voltaire Collars, $65

336 to 340 Washington St., Boston
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THE TECH

After the good showing made in the New England, the Varsity and fresh- man boxer teams are taking certain workouts under the direction of Coach Holland this week in order to remain in shape for the I. C. A. A. A. meet on Monday, the Van Courtland Park course, over which the meet will be held, is the hardest one the engineers will tackle this year, so the men will be up in good condition to be in the running.

Champions and non-champions from all sections of the East will compete in the intercollegiate meet this year. Champions of New England, and Maine, Middle States champions, are among the entrants, as well as strong teams from Cornell, Harvard, and any other schools there are among the entrants.

Eight teams and 244 men are involved in the Varsity tennis tournament. With two more matches to be played tomorrow after the good showing made in the final game of the season. From the seedings the seeded players, by a score of 6-3, should not ordinarily receive.

Several changes are being made in the lineup tomorrow. As a whole the Harvard lineup worked out fairly well, but there may be some changes as a number of the Kappler did not play so well on and off and in a good show it will show the Harvard team will probably win a position in tomorrow's lineup. Wykes will undoubtedly be at goal as he has played a good game ever since he assumed that position and because of his height somewhat will help his team unless he gives up too much in the way he is working, if they can only continue the same form they will probably win.
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